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Introduction
Sure, most porn stars have hot bitching bodies that make men drool.  But most hung young studs enjoy
banging chicks who don't necessarily look like they suck dick for a living.  So if you're more in the
mood to watch fresh faced babes take a serious pussy drilling, check out Fresh Foxes where only
amateur sluts receive top billing!

Adult Review
Sometimes it's fun to reminisce about younger, more innocent times before you needed some weird hardcore fetish site to
really tickle your porn taste buds.  At its core, hardcore porn is really about finding sexy, good looking sweethearts to
perform nasty sex acts in front of the camera.  Fresh Foxes has cataloged some of the best amateur sex DVDs currently
available in the adult market, and these sexy videos are definitely worth a look!
  
  The total DVD count at Fresh Foxes is listed as 1170.  All of the sex flicks have been segmented down into their individual
scenes which can be either downloaded or streamed in WMV format.  If you're a fan of a specific sex position, then you can
even search through the entire scene and download only the parts you like best when you use the special preview feature that
was developed just for this site!
  
  If your porn tastes sometimes move beyond fresh faced amateurs playing in front of the camera for the first time, then make
sure you take advantage of the platinum level membership to Fresh Foxes.  This all-inclusive membership also grants you
access to the entire list of bonus DVD catalog sites that are listed right next to this review.  So if you're a hardcore fan of
deepthroating, girl on girl sex, or tit fucking, there are catalogs of these sex acts...and a whole lot more!
  
  Don't expect any new DVDs to be added to the Fresh Foxes catalog anytime soon, however.  Even though a countdown
clock is featured on the main login page, savvy surfers will notice that it will always reset whenever you log in.  And if you
sort the DVDs by date, you'll see the latest additions were added in September 2008.
  
  So even though there's no real way to find out if and when new hardcore porn DVDs will be added, Fresh Foxes is definitely
worth a shot.... if your are trying to get a lot of porn cheaply.  With so much fully downloadable porn to go through, and the
fact that none of it is protected by DRM, there are some great reasons to sign up today.

Porn Summary
So what are you gonna do when you need a good lay but professional porn sluts aren't for you?  Go out and find some Fresh
Foxes for less than fifteen bucks a month!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Lots of porn cheap... but you get what you pay for...'
Quality: 82  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 75 Interface: 82
Support: 75 Unique: 72    Taste: 74        Final: 78

Porn Sites Included
Black Lesbian Divas (83) ,Gangbang Booty (81) ,Mother Fucking Whores (80) ,Filthy Latin Whores (80) ,POV Lust (77) ,Big
Ass Busters (75) ,Anal Hitters (75) ,Producer Pass (Preview) ,Adult  Video Access (Preview) ,Bang My Big Tits (Preview) 
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.97 Preview: 3 Days for $3.97 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Never Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 1,170
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